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Our oldest two children came to us at ages 4 and 6 

after several years of abuse and neglect from their 

biological families. Due to their early life experiences, 

they were diagnosed with this disorder shortly after 

we began to seek treatment for them. Since that 

time, it has been an uphill battle trying to get them 

to attach to others in a healthy way. 
 

Are they bullying or are they being bullied? Are they 

using physical touch in an appropriate manner? Are 

they being too clingy when they meet strangers? 

Are they showing signs of grasping concepts such as 

respecting others, personal space, empathy, and 

love? Are they managing their anger or feelings of 

jealousy correctly or are they breaking things and 

hurting themselves instead? What does “playing 

house” look like to them? Are they being kind 

enough to our animals and nature, even when 

we’re not looking? Will my children ever stop lying or 

is this going to be a forever battle? Are they showing 

any signs of grief when they lose a favored toy or a 

person in their life, or do they still show no emotion? 
 

These things and more are the questions that flood a 

RAD parent’s head with each play date, sleep over, 

and school day. But when we are at home, 

everyone usually lets it all hang out, as is the case 

with most families. And, with everything my kids have 

been through together, you’d think they would be 

close to one another. But the reality is, there’s an 

awful lot of anger and jealousy between the two of 

them. My son, the oldest, tends to treat his sister with 

violence, manipulation, threats, and disdain. Not all 

the time, but enough of the time. And frankly, any 

amount of this behavior is enough to cause 

retaliation on my daughter’s end. And let me assure 

you, she’s very good at what she does. 

It’s not uncommon to hear screams and tears from 

both kids multiple times each day. Now, as a 

psychotherapist, I know that I should try for the 

millionth time to work through the problems, using 

each situation as a learning tool. But as a parent, I 

really just want them to shut up and stop screaming 

at each other! I know I should encourage a 

peaceful reconciliation, but I find myself only having 

energy to yell for everyone to go to their rooms. “If 

you can’t play together nicely, then you can’t play 

at all!!” (I’m sure I’m the only mom to ever use that 

line. Ever.) 
 

So, two weeks ago, when the screaming started for 

the thousandth time that day, my blood began to 

boil. I bellowed my all-too-familiar line and sent 

everyone to their rooms. Ahh…peace. Except was it 

really peace? No. It was only a temporary situation - 

a mere band-aid on a gaping wound. I 

remembered back to my own childhood when my 

brother and I were at each others’ throats (yes, I am 

very much aware that this is normal child behavior 

and not just RAD behavior!) and my mom couldn’t 

take it anymore. I recalled her grounding us 

together. We couldn’t do anything alone. We were 

stuck to one another like glue. AND IT WAS AWFUL. 
 

However, if the main goal is to help my kiddos build 

appropriate and healthy relationships, what better 

place to start than with each other? So that’s 

exactly what I did. I immediately called them from 

their rooms and explained to them that there was 

going to be a change this summer. We were NOT 

going to spend three months listening to them fight. 

Nor were we going to tolerate bullying of any kind. 

And we certainly were NOT going to let them grow 

up to hate one another. If this is the only thing they 

do all summer long, that is fine… but they will 

practice love. Period.  (Continue reading on page 2) 
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Continued from page 1 
 

I then told them the new game plan. Stage 1: They 

were to sit at the living room table together. They 

would eat their meals there, they would do their 

summer homework assignments there, they would 

read their library books, do puzzles, play games, 

read, write, draw, or craft. TOGETHER. There would 

be no talking to anyone else and no visiting with 

anyone else. For every intervention needed from 

an adult, another hour of together time would be 

added. And IF they could manage this for two 

days, then we would move on to Stage 2. 

 

I have to tell you, I have never seen my son cry 

harder than he did in that moment. I basically told 

him that he would have a constant play-pal and 

be able to do a plethora of fun activities, but 

because it was with his sister, he acted like it was a 

death sentence! I kid you not when I say that he 

choked on sobs for a full hour while they played the 

first few games. It was actually quite pathetic, and I 

told him so. When you have learned to love your 

sibling, then you may practice loving other people. 

 

And with that, I left them to work it out. As the hours 

went by, I noticed that the crying had stopped. 

What I also noticed was that there were unfamiliar 

sounds coming from the room next to me… What 

was that? 

 

It was the sound of two children, giggling. After all 

the games had been played, they’d made up their 

own game at the table and they were laughing like 

children who actually liked one another. Could it 

be possible? Could they really be getting along? 

 

The next day, two children awoke and anxiously 

asked to come out of their rooms so they could go 

sit at the table together. It was like entering an 

episode of The Twilight Zone. But there they sat, all 

day, playing games, reading to one another, and 

helping each other with math problems. I praised 

them so much that they actually asked me to stop 

so that they could get back to their game. Wow. 

 

CONTINUE READING 
 

READ MY KIDS HAVE RAD (PART 1) 

After receiving a great deal of 

feedback on several specific Reactive 

Attachment Disorder posts, I wanted to 

offer other parents of RAD children a 

special gift. (Yeah, presents!) I have 

been asked numerous times for some 

kind of letter template to pass out to 

school teachers regarding RAD and 

how it may impact their school year.  

 

Not only have I created a letter for you, 

but I have made the letter so that it 

could be used for school staff, family 

members, babysitters, coaches, church 

staff, or ANYONE who has regular 

access to your child. Highlighted 

throughout the letter are portions that 

you will need to fill in to be more 

specific with what your child's behaviors 

may be. I included examples of text in 

the highlighted sections for you, as well. 

 

The letter is written in regards to a male 

child; however, after you download the 

file, please feel free to change it to 

meet your child's specifications. It's 

simply meant to be a help - a way to 

get the words on paper and into the 

hands of those who interact with our 

children.   

 

VIEW SAMPLE LETTER 

 

 

http://mommyhood-shivonne-costa.squarespace.com/the-blog/2015/6/28/my-kids-have-rad-part-ii
http://mommyhood-shivonne-costa.squarespace.com/the-blog/2015/6/26/my-kids-have-rad
https://mommyhood-shivonne-costa.squarespace.com/the-blog/2015/9/21/a-letter-to-my-childs-teacher-about-rad


Jeff Cotton will 

be leading three 

breakout sessions 

on Friday, 

October 16, 2015 

and three 

breakout sessions 

on Saturday, October 17, 2015: 
 

 Black Belt Communication: 

The Next Level 

 Ten Habits of Highly 

Successful Parents and 

Professionals 

 The Astonishing Listening 

Training (No Kidding!) 

 Skillful Engagement with 

Crises 

 Activating the Best in 

Children 

 Burnout and Renewal: 

Internal Inoculation from 

External Pressure 

 
WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING 

ABOUT JEFF COTTON: 
 

 Jeff is a dynamic speaker!  

He used group 

interaction, personal 

stories and lecture to get 

the point across. 
 

 Jeff was very engaging.  

Shared great concepts! 
 

 All I can say is wow - Jeff 

is a great speaker! 

FALL CONFERENCE  

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16 (9AM-4:15PM) 

WORKSHOPS EVENT 

SESSION A 
 

A1 - Zeroing in on Your Child’s Emotional Age:  

        Promote Peace by Meeting Your Child Right Where He Is!  

A2 - Black Belt Communication: The Next Level  

A3 - Making the Transition to Adulthood Smooth for Youth With    

SESSION B 
 

B1 - But What Does Therapy Do? Demystifying The Therapy Process 

B2 - Ten Habits of Highly Successful Parents and Professionals 

B3 - Children, Teens & Technology: Going Beyond Texting and  

SESSION C 
 

C1 - Successful Separations Are Possible: Keep the Connection  

        Even When You  Can’t Be There!   

C2 - The Astonishing Listening Training (No Kidding!)  

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17 (9AM-4:15PM) 

WORKSHOPS EVENT 

SESSION D D1 - Neurodevelopmental Disorders: My Child Has What?  

D2 - Skillful Engagement with Crises  

SESSION E E1 - The Brain: Normal Development vs Brain After Trauma  

E2 - Activating the Best in Children 

SESSION F F1 - Breaking Through: Showing a Child They Are More Than 

       Their Behavior  

F2 - Burnout and Renewal: Internal Inoculation from External Pressure  

FOR FOSTER, ADOPTIVE AND KINSHIP PARENTS AND WORKERS 

WATERLOO, IA  

VIEW CONFERENCE BROCHURE 
 

REGISTER ONLINE 

 
Introducing 

 

JEFF COTTON 

Al l  of  Jef f  Cot ton’s  

Workshops  Are Approved 

for  Social  Worker  CEUs  

http://www.ifapa.org/pdf_docs/Fall2015ConferenceBook.pdf
https://ifapa.ejoinme.org/MyEvents/2015FallConference/tabid/570196/Default.aspx


The video, How to Make a Bully (From Scratch), 

appropriately explains bullying as one of the most 

misunderstood crises of our time. It takes us on an eye 

opening journey from infancy, highlighting a variety of 

circumstances within a child’s life that contribute to 

a bully or victim life-path.  Explaining how the bully and 

victim’s fate can be rerouted through connection, 

understanding and love, it’s a video all parents and 

educators should take the time to watch.  
 

WATCH HOW TO MAKE A BULLY (FROM SCRATCH) VIDEO 

 

These additional five intervention videos provide the skills 

you need to see the road signs and correct the course. 

AGES BIRTH TO 3 

Difficult Temperament 
WATCH VIDEO 

 

 

 

AGES 3 TO 5 

Difficulty Playing with Friends 
WATCH VIDEO 

 

 

 

AGES 5 TO 8 

Difficulty with Relationships 
WATCH VIDEO 

 

 
 

AGES 8 TO 12 

Social Exclusion & “I Don’t Care” Language 
WATCH VIDEO 

 

 
 

AGES 12 TO 18 

The Brain’s Empathy System if Offline 
WATCH VIDEO 

BULLYING ROAD SIGN #1 

BULLYING ROAD SIGN #3 

BULLYING ROAD SIGN #4 

BULLYING ROAD SIGN #2 

BULLYING ROAD SIGN #5 

 

 

When adopting or fostering a child past 

infancy, parents anticipate the first meeting 

and worry about what to do and say that will 

put their child (and themselves) at ease.  
 

1. Lower yourself to the height of the child 

when you are talking. 

2. Gently and respectfully look him in the 

eye. If he looks away, he is expressing 

discomfort with the intensity. You look 

away when he does, then gently 

reestablish eye contact. 

3. If your child does not speak your 

language, learn a few phrases in his 

language that you can say when you first 

meet him, such as “hello”, “I’m so glad to 

meet you”, “Do you need to use the 

bathroom”, and “Are you hungry”. 

4. When you bring the child to your home 

for the first time, remember the power of 

smell to soothe a frightened child. A great 

trick from Dr. Karyn Purvis is to freeze some 

cookie dough ahead of time so you can 

pull it out to bake as soon as the child 

arrives. 

5. Show the child around your house as 

soon as possible. 

6. Your goal is to give your child a voice as 

soon as she arrives by giving her simple 

choices. For example, as you are showing 

her around the house ask if she would like 

to hold your hand or walk beside you. 

7. If your child does not speak your 

language, provide a picture board to 

help him express his needs and wants. 

Arrange for a translator sometime that 

first week. 

8. Provide food and water soon after arrival 

because food can calm a frightened 

child, and research has shown that 

children from hard places are often 

dehydrated. 

 

Newly adopted children’s brains are on fire 

with fear. Our job as a parent is to calm this 

fear from the moment you first meet. 

 
SOURCE:  

Dr. Karyn Purvis (Guest Speaker) on Creating a 

Family Radio Show (LISTEN TO ENTIRE PODCAST 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzftHNh7xP8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HfKjzuR4nwQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ckDWzVaV5Kw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tr1yWZSLVY0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gXHDu25z91U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gXHDu25z91U
https://creatingafamily.org/adoption-category/7-essential-things-for-when-you-first-meet-adoptedfoster-child/
https://creatingafamily.org/adoption-category/7-essential-things-for-when-you-first-meet-adoptedfoster-child/


Why are you calling me again? 
 

Written By: Kaci O’Day-Goldstein, IFAPA’s Executive Director 

 

Ever feel that you have a cell phone so people can 

track you down?  Ever wonder why professionals in the 

foster care arena are showing up on you caller ID 

again?  Ever worry what is going to be asked of you to 

add to your plate when you answer?  We live in a world 

of always on the go, multitasking, eating on the run and 

realizing our house has a revolving door.  No wonder,  

it’s easy to feel overwhelmed minute by minute.   

 

What if we stop for a moment when that phone rings and we see who 

is on the caller ID and think how grateful we are they are calling to 

check on me, how nice of them to make sure I am ok, they actually 

want to lend an listening ear and I KNOW they understand what I’m 

feeling right now!   

 

That’s what we are here for!  That’s what IFAPA’s Peer Liaisons do day 

after day personally and professionally.  Peer Liaisons are also 

answering those same phone calls from professionals for the children 

they are providing care for.  They also have a revolving door, feeding 

kids in the car, changing clothes in gas station bathrooms, making 

phone calls in the waiting room of doctors’ offices—they are also 

making YOU a priority! 

 

So now you know a little of what Peer Liaisons do and how they are 

living the life of fostering just like you!  So what can you really expect 

from your Peer Liaison?  IFAPA Peer Liaisons will be in touch with via 

phone, mail, e-mail or in person at least once each fiscal quarter  

(Jan-Mar, April-June, July-Sept, Oct-Dec), they can help you navigate 

the world of confidentiality, provide information and resources on 

trainings, support groups, foster home licensing regulations, offer 

contacts for DHS chain of command and offer assistance with 

communication needs.  Are you parenting a child with behaviors that 

you find challenging and you are unsure what to do?  No worries---

connect with your Peer Liaison, you will probably be correct in 

assuming they’ve dealt with it!  School needs-guess what?  Some of 

our Peer Liaisons are educators and have backgrounds in childhood 

development.  Does FASFA, college, graduation have your head 

spinning?  Many Peer Liaisons care for older youth and have a vast 

knowledge of needs a child has when aging out of foster care. 

 

So the next time your phone rings—think of the opportunities that may 

be waiting for you, to be able to talk to someone who gets it and 

understands you in the moment of what you are experiencing!  Not 

able to find time for phone calls—make sure IFAPA has your e-mail 

address! 

 

FIND YOUR PEER LIAISON CONTACT INFO 

http://www.ifapa.org/support/peer_liaisons.asp
https://www.loveandlogic.com/articles-advice/tips-for-dealing-with-defiant-children-infographic


 

Written By: Julie Clark-Albrecht 

IFAPA’s New Training Coordinator 

 

Fall is such a busy time of year! 

Back to school time and kids’ extra-

curricular activities can be enough 

to make your head spin, let alone 

thinking about finding time to 

attend training!  I can relate, having recently started 

as IFAPA’s Training Coordinator; I have embarked on 

a busy season in my own life.  My husband and I are 

not yet at the “chauffeur stage”, but I am already 

mentally gearing up for those action packed 

weekdays after school hastily grabbing dinner and 

juggling car pools for my kids activities.  For those of 

you caring for children in foster care, I know you are 

also juggling appointments, visits, meetings with 

workers, and balancing all of that on top of your day 

to day responsibilities.  Your time is extra valuable 

with every direction you are stretched to meet the 

demands of your own family in addition to building in 

the time to meet the needs of the children you are 

caring for. With every spare moment spent in training 

needs to be worth while.   

 

One of the most exciting aspects of starting at IFAPA  

has been becoming familiar with all the great 

training topics we offer, in addition to getting 

acquainted  with the skilled trainers we utilize to help 

educate and support foster, adoptive and kinship 

families.  In considering how training is an important 

resource to utilize throughout your parenting journey, 

this prompted me to really consider - what are some 

fun and valuable reasons resource parents might 

want to take the time to attend one of our trainings?   

 

 

5.  If you have respite or childcare arranged for a full 

day, you can make a morning or afternoon date 

with your spouse or have for some “me time” 

attending one of our three hour trainings.  

4.  You have heard great things about the therapist 

facilitating an upcoming training in your area –

this is your chance to check out new resources 

and information you keep hearing about for 

bragging rights on those new skills and strengths 

you gained by attending. 

3.  You are a new foster parent and you want an 

opportunity to get to know other resource 

parents in your area.  Possibly a chance to 

connect with another family to get your feet wet 

providing respite before taking your first  

placement? 

2.  You are looking for new ways to respond to 

challenging kid behaviors that make you want to 

pull your hair out and seem to be on repeat lately 

at home. 

1.  You are passionate to be a life-long learner and 

helper of children!    

 

I bet you are thinking those are great reasons, but 

your title mentions five and a half reasons to attend 

training?  We know families are wise to our 

motivators, so we thought we should probably 

include the most obvious reason... 
 

.5  You are required to attend six hours of training  

each year to continue your foster care license! 

 
What training topics are you interested in IFAPA 

offering?  I would love to hear from you!  You can 

contact me at jclarkalbrecht@ifapa.org.   

 
 

VIEW OUR CURRENT TRAINING SCHEDULE 
 

REGISTER HERE.

Helping Children Heal from the Double 

Trauma of Sexual Abuse and Placement  

When children are sexually abused within their 

family they experience trauma. When they are 

subsequently placed in foster care they often 

experience a new trauma associated with loss 

of all that is familiar. As those children begin to 

trust their resource parents it is more likely they 

will disclose the earlier abuse. The response of 

the resource parents to the disclosure can 

either help with the healing process or further 

traumatize the child. This workshop will describe 

techniques and strategies that promote the 

healthy growth and development of children 

who have been sexually abused and then 

placed in foster care.   

(Trainer: Heather Craig-Oldsen, MSW, CSW) 
Saturday, Nov. 7 (9am-4:30pm) - Council Bluffs 

mailto:jclarkalbrecht@ifapa.org
http://www.ifapa.org/training/ifapa_training_schedule.asp
http://www.ifapa.org/training/training-registration-form.aspx

